The best system for both worlds
Embedded Rail System for both light rail and heavy rail
edilon)(sedra is an international supplier of rail fastening systems. The company cooperates in turnkey rail
infra projects in Europe, Asia, Australia, North America and the Middle East. An important activity of the
company, is to provide technical solutions for ‘in street’ and tunnel tracks. The basis of these solutions is
our edilon)(sedra ERS (Embedded Rail System). This robust and proven ballast free system has flexible
application options for both light and heavy rail.

edilon)(sedra ERS (Embedded Rail System) has
radically changed the concept of how rails can be
supported. The use of a homogeneous elastic support
along the full length of the rail provides optimal required
support, resilience and electrical isolation. These
unique features make edilon)(sedra ERS perfectly
applicable for light rail tracks in urban areas as well as
heavy rail tracks in tunnels.

Furthermore, the possibility of rail breaks in comparison to
traditional discrete fastened track systems, is significantly
reduced and rail corrugation is effectively eliminated. By
using USTS, the track, the slab and the rails are installed
in an extremely durable way.

ERS for ‘in street’
edilon)(sedra’s light rail application for ‘in street’ is
called USTS (Urban Slab Track System). This durable
urban system is based on edilon)(sedra ERS and
consist of prefabricated slabs that are installed in
extremely short track possession times, beneficial to
rail and road traffic. Continuous elastic rail support
embedded in prefabricated concrete slabs means that
the horizontal and vertical forces are distributed more
evenly into and under the slab.
edilon)(sedra USTS allows various types of surfacing
between the two rails while maintaining optimal
electrical insulation. Paving stones, asphalt, cobble
stones, bricks or imprinted concrete can be laid
between the tracks, maintaining (or even contributing)
the local architectural heritage. Prefabricated slabs are
delivered on-site by trucks and laid side-by-side on a
levelled sub-base.

edilon)(sedra USTS Toyama, Japan

Prefabricated slab tracks with inprinted pattern (paving stones)
and colored surface

edilon)(sedra USTS Karlsruhe, Germany

ERS for tunnels
Tunnel projects for heavy rail (new tunnels or
refurbishment of old ballast tunnels) are often complex,
time consuming and costly because of the issues
concerning the limited height of the tunnel, strict safety
requirements, water drainage, the need to combine
train traffic with car traffic and the need to save
installation- or future maintenance cost.

edilon)(sedra ERS can operate in extreme
climatological circumstances, from very hot to very
cold or moist situations. ERS can be installed to
accommodate all kinds of gauges and rail profiles.

edilon)(sedra ERS brings in a solution for each of
these issues. The system offers a reduction of tunnel
construction height. Besides that, this robust and
durable system creates optimal accessibility for
emergency vehicles. Very important consideration for
contractors or tunnel operators which have to deal with
strict safety requirements!

edilon)(sedra ERS for tunnels - Madrid, Spain

One system crossing the boundaries
The comprehensive application possibilities of
edilon)(sedra ERS makes it a very flexible and durable
rail system. Whether a light or heavy rail system is
required, or whether the system is to be installed in
densely populated urban areas or even in inhospitable
rural areas, ERS offers the best system for both worlds!

Advantages of ERS
)( Best system for both worlds - light rail and heavy rail
)( Mixed traffic solution
)( Safe system, accessible for rescue and service
vehicles
)( Virtually maintenance free
)( Reduction of tunnel construction height
)( Noise reduction

